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No public comment
CLEAR (Community Law Enforcement Action Reporting) ACT REPORT
Presented by Kim English, Colorado Division of Criminal Justice
Background: General Assembly passed CLEAR in 2015. Mandates reporting every year on data from law
enforcement, judicial, and adult parole board. Used to analyze points in the decision making process in
the system, broken down by race/ethnicity/gender.
https://cdpsdocs.state.co.us/ors/Data/SB185/2019-Map/MapFrameJD.html?District=18
https://ors.colorado.gov/ors-sb185
General Comments:
George Brauchler: It’s important to obtain reliable data to guide us. Is there data not in this
report that we can obtain which should be in the report? Very concerned about stats that
suggest that the color of someone’s skin dictates how they are treated by system. How did we
get to these numbers; look at the raw data. It’s critical to know so it can be addressed. Ms.
English agrees that there is information which isn’t captured. What can be done within the
criminal justice system to promote change in communities?

John Kellner: Regarding case outcomes – it would be helpful to look at multi-year versus just a
snapshot. Ms. English advises the data is pulled in June, with the intent to account for cases not
concluded. This year will be an exception, too, considering the court shutdown.
Commissioner Baker: This raises a lot of questions, which is what it was designed to do. Needs a
deep dive: Is this a role to be taken on by the subcommittee? Unsure where to go from this
point, would like to hear other feedback.
Sheriff Brown: Early education, getting into communities of color and reach them before they
become judicially involved. Once we have the data, we’re working to play catch-up. Working
with schools, programs that eliminate suspension and expulsion are important. Identifying
crimes that are most offended in a geographic area and educating youth on those and on the
system in general. ACSO is looking at a program now to get this rolling; sitting down with
educators.
Matt Maillaro: Just dropping the report on the subcommittee will more than likely result in
disagreements. The ACJCC should narrow the scope for the subcommittee. Pull out a few
agreed-upon priorities as to what we want to accomplish based on what is in the report, and
also what we have discussed in the last several months.
Racial Equity Task Force: waiting to determine, as far as guardrails, who the interim-chair is. Have not
confirmed specifically what those guardrails will be. Will return to that topic soon.
Behavioral health subcommittee: met and completed list of priorities, will be bringing that to the ACJCC
for approval.
Commissioner Jackson thanks George Brauchler and Matt Maillaro for their service to the citizens of the
county, and also to our subcommittee. Commissioner Jackson thanks Ms. English for her presentation.
Additional resources provided by Ms. English in her presentation:
The Sentencing Project
https://www.sentencingproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Reducing-Racial-Disparity-in-theCriminal-Justice-System-A-Manual-for-Practitioners-and-Policymakers.pdf
National Research Council
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/14685/reforming-juvenile-justice-a-developmental-approach
Department of Justice
https://cops.usdoj.gov/pdf/taskforce/taskforce_finalreport.pdf
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